Plasma exchange and prednisone in acute inflammatory polyradiculoneuropathy: a controlled randomized trial.
A controlled-randomized trial of plasma exchange combined with prednisone was compared to supportive care alone in patients with acute inflammatory polyradiculoneuropathy (AIP). The design of this study differs from other reported trials of plasma exchange in AIP because prednisone was used in the treatment group to prevent the possibility of antibody rebound. Furthermore, in this study, detailed muscle strength testing formed the principal basis for assessment of therapeutic efficacy while in the British, North American, and French studies, a functional assessment scale was used. Analysis of our data revealed no significant improvement in the treated group over the controls. The sample size, albeit small (12 treated and 13 controls), had the power (95% chance) to detect a change of two British Medical Research Council grades of strength between the groups. The difference in our results versus others (North American and French studies) probably reflects the adverse effects of prednisone on recovery in AIP. An additional consideration is that plasma exchange may have an overall modest effect on the course of AIP, less appreciated when individual muscles are tested compared to assessment by large functional categories.